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This refers to your correspondence and accompanying sample submitted to the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, Fireanns and Explosives (ATF). Fireanns Technology Industry Services
Branch (FTISS), of your company's "Strike Industries Stabilizer." You asked if attaching the
foreann brace to an AR-type or other variant pistol would cause the pistol to be classified as a
"rifle" and thus a fireann subject to regulation by the National Fireanns Act (NFA). specifically,
26 U.S.C. § 5845(a).
As background to your inquiry, the following review of definitions provided in Federal statutes
and implementing regulations should be useful:

The Gun Control Act of 1968 (GCA), \8 U.S.c. § 921 (a)(29), defines "handgun," in part, as "....
firearm which has a short stock and is designed to be held andfired by the use ofa single
hand....•
A regulation implementing the GCA, 27 CFR § 479.11, defines "pistol" to mean ..... a weapon
originally designed. made. and intended to fire a projectile (bullet) from one or more barrels
when held in one hand. and having (a) a chamber(s) as an integral partes) ofor permanently
aligned with, the borers); and (b) a short stock designed to be gripped by one hand and at an
angle to and extending below the line ofthe bore(s)."
The GCA, 18 U.S.C. § 92 I (a)(7) defines the tenn "rifle" as ••...a weapon designed or redesigned,
made or remade. and intended to be fired from the shollider and designed or redesigned and
made or remade to lise the energy ofan explosive to fire only a single projectile through a rifled
bore for each single pull ofthe trigger."
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The NFA, 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a), defines "fireann" to include ••... (3) a rifle having a barrel or
barrels ofless than 16 inches in length ... and, (4) a weapon madefrom a rifle ifsuch weapon as
modified has an Glleral/length ofless than 26 inches ora barrel or barrels ofless than 16 inches

"
Based upon your correspondence, the Strike Industries Stabilizer is comprised of three major

components:
1. Stabilizer that is designed to he attached to an AR-type pistol (or variant) extension or
"buffer" tube.
2. Vetcro hook fastener sutface attached to stabilizer.
3. Ann cuff that adheres to the Velcro hook fastener surface on the stabilizer.

Strike Industries Stabilizer

You detailed the intended design and use of your device as:

"The intended design and lise ofthe system isfor the lise,. to wear the arm cu}Jon the operator's
arm, using hook and loop fasteners to securelyfit the cuff. The stabilizer wil/use the fixed
"hook" surface to attach to the arm cuffs loop surface. Tlzis allows the pistol to be more safely
operated with one hand as the Cliff can be positioned in multiple positions and can be adjllsted
for tension. Additionally. the hook and loop system allows thefirearm to be loweredfrom a
ready position through its ability to readily disengagefrom the arm cuffwhile maintaining safe
muzzle direction. "
Further, your description of the system states that it is intended to increase safety, stability, and
control during one-handed operation of AR-type pistols and is neither designed. nor intended/or
a user to fire a pistolfrom the shoulder.
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You provided the following illustration describing the intended use of the Strike Industries
Stabilizer:

STRIKE INDUSTRIES

FORM &FUKCTIOK THROUGH IKKOVAnOK

NWW.strikaindustries.com
Dct~lled

UluSlntJon dr;w!nss Ire shown befov.o:

Wean,. tnt -&ml tuff" en the tner'1 inn:
~~

CEO SIm.e InduW1cs
NavvVt:~an

P.D ~An •. CA. 92199. USA
T~ FAX: 1.114.242.1585
W.1r VNrW rtriltllindu~.I.com
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As you know, shoulder stocks normally aunch to the receiver of a shoulder-fired firearm. A
shoulder stock provides a means for the shooter to support the firearm and easily aim it. With
respect to a foreann brace, the submitted device is an accessory attachment designed to enhance
the stability of a pistol by attaching to the operator's forearm.
Stabilizing foreann braces generally would not change a pistol's classification to a "short-

barreled rifle." FTISB finds that the submitted brace is not designed to support a pistol in the
shoulder of the shooter during firing, but rather, to be attached to the shooter's forearm.

Based on our evaluation, ITlSB finds that the submitted Strike Industries Stabilizer, when
attached to a pistol and used in the manner outlined above (from your letter dated June 6, 2016),
does not convert that weapon to be fired from the shoulder and would not alter the classification
of the pistol. While a pistol so equipped would still be regulated by the GCA, it would not create
a "fireann" as defined by the NFA provided the stabilizer is used as originally designed and
intended, and not used as B shoulder stock.
To facilitate the return of the submitted sample, please provide FTISB with a pre·paid shipping
label or appropriate FedEx account number within 60 days of the receipt of this letter.
We trust that the foregoing has been responsive to your request for an evaluation. If we can be
of any further assistance, please contact us.

IIlIcere1 y yours,
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Chief, Firearms Technology Industry Services Branch
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